
The following is an
incredible excerpt
from To the Youth
of the World,
Everlasting
Gospel, Vol. I,
channeled through
Allen Michael and
published in 1973.

The power unit
used by Galac-

tic Beings in their
spaceships is
called a dynadran.
It utilizes the ener-
gies in the electro-
magnetic field di-
rectly and is catal-
ysed by the special
potent eminations
of energies from
radio star clusters or quasars.

The cosmic scientists of the Galactic
Command who were led into such
amazing discoveries, had evolved
through material science, but in a differ-
ent way from how earth science has
evolved.  With Galactic Beings, when
they try to comprehend their twelfth
density worlds where they have lived in
time that is eternity, it is to them quite
an expansion of consciousness. They are
still manifesting in their eternal forms,
and as they have always been in God
Consciousness, they have never suffered
from degeneration, wars, poverty, crime,

disease or death as a permanent state —
all the negative effects that have plagued
this planet — yet they have associated
with all these things on planets in dis-
tress to teach people how to apply a sci-
ence of mind that will heal all things
when applied. The medical sciences of
the earth shall learn a real cosmology
that prevents degenerative diseases in-
stead of treating the effects as they do
now. When the artifical incentive of
money atonement is taken away, then
earth people will all be healed, or put on
the road to healing, because the causes
of their mental/physical illnesses shall

be removed.
Self-centered

ego has led sci-
ence to develop
mechanics, and
now the time has
come when they
have to go be-
yond personal ego
to realize that
they are the chil-
dren of God, or to
put it in more sci-
entific terms, that
they are micro-
cosms of the
Macrocosm. As we
see, it is a big step
for people to en-
ter into the truth
that there is om-
nipresent mind

force over them, or superliving aware in-
telligence that preceeded them. It
shouldn’t be, but mortals have been
wrapped up in self for a long time think-
ing they have a brain that thinks up in-
ventions and thinks up policies and laws
for people to live by. People presently
live on planets that are still mysteries to
them thus far in their soul evolution,
only because they have not yet proven
to themselves that there is a Universal
Mind — UM. 

People have the use of electricity,
which is drawn out of the electromag-
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When spaceships come in close in the atmosphere, clouds ionize in the forcefield of the ship
and give them a simple disguise. Photo taken in Windsor, CA, in 1994, by Del Rainer.
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netic field, but they think they are man-
ufacturing it in their power plants. For
them to go on to the next step of devel-
oping the full potentials of electricity to
build the dynadran power unit, it would
end their present ways of generating
power—their combustion engines, their
need to drill for oil, their need to string
power lines and so on.  The developing
of a clean, powerful source of unlimited
power, by tapping directly into the elec-
tromagnetic field, will make all sources
of power so far in use, obsolete. The pro-
ducing of the dyandran, in itself, will be
the biggest revolution to come to planet
earth. The dynadran cosmic power unit
will be developed toward the end of the
first 1290 days of our WWWS/KYE, the
World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga
Exercise.

The dynadran power unit has the
same kind of perpetual motion that a
planet has. In a prophecy by Benjamin
Franklin, he said that in our New World
every person would have enough free
energy or power at his disposal to make
him a king. The dynadran power unit is
the fullfilling of this prophecy. Some
have thought that this was atomic pow-
er, but atomic power creates unbalanced
waste products that would continue to
further pollute our water. The dynadran
is so simple and far superior to any other
kind of power, and the beauty of it is
that it makes all other forms of power
obsolete and causes a new beginning.

Galactic Beings are working with
their incarnates who are in key posi-

tions, mainly in
the Soviet Union,
to build the dy-
nadran. Natural-
ly, the Soviet
Union would be
more in harmo-
ny with their sci-
entists’ efforts to
develp the dy-
nadran because
the Soviet econo-
my would be en-
riched by such a
fantastic devel-
opment of un-
limited free pow-
er, whereas it
would bankrupt
the capitalist
economy. Any-
way, it will come
forth when we
are well on our
way into our
New World, and
there is no dan-
ger of its being
used militarily.

The first dyandran power units
which were made by beings in this
Galaxy — Galactic Beings who have
been and are now in supervision of this
Earth Project — were made after they
had learned, through their progress, the
basic natural laws of mechanics, which
correspond to natural laws of the ener-
gies of the Universe. So when we orient
ourselves with the ideas of Beings living
in eternity and in eternal bodies, who
travel the Great White Way (eternal

highways) through space, who have
never lost contact with the Godhead,
then we see we can be led, step by step,
into all the glorious mechanical wonders
and proper use of the energies through
our own psychic heads.

The Solar Logos (the sun) is a great
correlator, rebalancer and computer that
sends back to its planetary people tabs
on their use of the energies imparted to
them. Psychic heads have written down
these messages sent to them from the
Solar Logos as prophecy, so that the peo-
ple are able to see their errors and cor-
rect them. In other words, these incom-
ing and outgoing electromagnetic ener-
gies, circulating from the sun, electrify-
ing matter on the planets, then circulat-
ing back to the sun to be rebalanced and
sent out again, are the energies which
are the basis, not only for the operation
of the dynadran, but also for the trans-
mission of the UM’s mind energies,
which we then hook into with our dy-
nadran power unit, as the catalyzing
agent.

As PSI Parapsychologists complete
each step in the building of their 
dynadran, the UM will correlate and cal-
culate their energies, correct their
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Dynadran System
¨ Continued from page 1

Allen Michael
is the Galactic Channel for this planetary tran-
scendency taking place now. He is the founder of
the One World Family Commune and the Univer-
sal Industrial Church. We recognize him to be the
Comforter prophesied to come at this time in St.
John 14:16 & 26, & 16:7-13.

Allen Michael has channeled a World Master
Plan from the Godmind, which gives the way to

end the usury money system through a non-violent World Wide Work Stop-
page/Karma Yoga Exercise and the 30/30 Plan. 

If you’d like more information and/or to take part in this great world trans-
formation plan, contact us. (See pages 1 or 4 for contact information.)

¨

The Dynadran Energy System is two counter-rotating discs, generating
unlimited free energy from the electromagnetic field (yin and yang force
flowing between suns and planets) and catalyzed by PSI energy from
Quasars or radio star clusters.
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drift and keep sending the next step in
the plan back into their heads. So at last
our Galactic PSI Parapsychologists are
able to put together Uni equipment that
corresponds with that which is first
cause and true progress.

Consider how the discovery of anes-
thesiology came about; consider the dis-
covery of X-ray, and of radium (cosmic
radiation). Many of the great discoveries
that were the keys in opening up the vi-
tal energies of science have come about
by what have seemed to be accidents.
This all shows that etheric beings are
working among psychic scientists in
their labs and workshops, putting those
‘cosmic flashes’ into their heads, and
even operating their bodies at times, to
‘trip’ them into the ways of great discov-
eries. But self-oriented ego, that wants
praise and money for discovery, often
keeps from the world the greater discov-
eries needed to carry the great idea on
into those things that would liberate
people from capital wealth. Instead, it
takes the knowledge and builds another
status quo machine that supports the es-
tablishment.

Now at last, science and technology
are on the verge of liberating the whole
world from the status quo, and this EG
is here to see to it that science does not
hesitate to bring forth great inventions
that will now make the present controls
of the establishment, binding science to
the mediocrities of the status quo, so
ridiculous that the indignation building
in the people will not tolerate any more
blunders. Our WWWS/KYE brings all
things to the people who are in unity
with God’s purposes, so that the World
People have full use of omnipotent God-
power.

By following the thoughts and vi-
sions unfolding in their head aura, the
Galactic Beings had been shown that
their sun’s radiation was pulsating, or on
a certain frequency; and as they further
extended their mind radiations through
their electronics out into space, it was re-
vealed to them that there were energies
coming from the great quasars, or radio
stars of the Godhead, which produce far
greater radiations than, and radiations of
a differing nature from, those of individ-

ual suns. In having the electronic equip-
ment to check out the radiations from
star clusters in the heavens all about
you, you would gain the awareness that
you were part of a great cosmic machine
assembly operating in space that can be
seen only as spectrums of color — which
operates all the heavenly bodies in
space, and life on planets as well.

So, you become aware that you are
surrounded by a great atomic machine
where all the suns are on different fre-
quencies, as though they were synchro-
nized into great atomic reactors placed
in sections of the Universe.  The respec-
tive galaxies, suns and planets are gov-
erned in
space by the
emissions of
energies
they receive
from the
great cosmic
sources of
energies;
and the mi-
crocosms on
planets, who
also make
up the ener-
gies of the
suns, with
the use they
put to the
energies im-
parted to
them, put
into creativi-
ty those en-
ergy emis-
sions to fill
the aura of
their sun and planet.

You are already surrounded by great
sources of power, moving and governing
solar systems and galaxies far-flung
throughout the heavens; you are a mi-
crocosm operating as an apparent minia-
ture Universe, within this gigantic,
Macrocosm Universe. The task at hand is
to be shown how to tap the energies
that operate solar systems, and to have
the same power to operate machines,
such as airborne transportation of
weightless, crash-proof ships, where the
center of gravity is contained within,
and to have the same power to heat,
cool and light all things on a planet, as

desired. This is not to make machines
that copy the ‘big machine,’ but to make
equipment that operates from the big
machine and in harmony with it.

What our cosmic science had to do
in order to perfect the mechanics of
such a technology was first build a kind
of electronic device that would blend in
the catalyzing PSI energies from radio
stars with the incoming and outgoing
yin and yang energies, or negative and
positive poles of planet and sun; and
with this energy exchange, the discs of
our dynadran would be caused to spin
with two-polarity electromagnets push-
ing and pulling in their perimeters.

And thus, the discs began to spin
until they reached the centrifugal force
that balanced in the two-phase incom-
ing and outgoing energies of the planet.
This cancelled out gravity and made the
assembly weightless. In order to get the
PSI energies to spark between the alter-
nating currents, the builders had to syn-
chronize them into the synthesis from
the great quasars. The assembly of the
governor and distributor that synchro-
nized the three main frequencies of the
PSI energies of time-light force would be
like an atomic reactor — one however,
that didn’t burn minerals for power, but
instead, used the raw energy of the

Dynadran System
¨ Continued from page 2

¨

A New Age city, built for the needs of all people. Neither capitalism nor 
socialism can build a city like this, because it is created and organized 
according to free giving and receiving. It is constructed with the technology
available to us when utilizing full Godmind Intelligence, and energized with
the dynadran power system.
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electromagnetic field.
In the mechanical evolution of the

dynadran, they finally made the kind of
distributor that would blend the three
phases of the karmic energies — the
UM’s positive, negative and synthesis
energies — in such a way that power
from light alone was harnessed to give
clean power, much more powerful than
atomic power. Imagine a kind of film
strip with holes in it properly placed to
let flashes of light with the intensity of
laser beams pass through, of the three
frequencies of light force known as 
infra-red, ultraviolet and gamma rays —
doing their thing in mechanical ma-
chines just as they do in their operating
of whole galaxies and the life in them.
This explanation is of course simplified,
as there are many frequencies of light
waves, but this is only to give the idea as
to how such equipment is put together
to use the energies in the electromagnet-
ic field in first cause mechanics to bless
all of humanity.

Our dynadran had to hold together
at RPM’s unheard of, so it was necessary
to electronically create discs, shafts and
parts that, when reaching a high cen-
trifugal speed, would go into orbit
around the magnetic poles of the sup-
porting shaft. Thus, causing no friction

between moving parts, for they were lu-
bricated by an energy force field. The dy-
nadran became a high source of energies
itself, and higher civilizations learned
how to broadcast its forcefield to turn
electric motors without wires and to
light up walls, etc. without electric light
bulbs.

They have learned how to light all
of their installations by casting the PSI
rays of vibrations upon materials that
would cause flourescent light to be emit-
ted from their etheric forms. The reason
a planet lights up on its face turning to-
ward the sun is not because the sun is
shining upon it as a light bulb shines
upon walls, but because in the atmos-
phere, and in mineral and plant life
chemistry, the sun’s energies cause
flourescence.

This is enough for now, to give
everyone a glimpse into the psychic
powers of the New World Comforter
who, as prophecy declares, will lead the
world into the things that are to come:
those blessings that are here right now
ready to be experienced and expressed
by all people of good will. ô

Dynadran System
¨ Continued from page 3

The New Covenant World Bill of Rights

LET each of us share all the world—the Kingdom of
God—and call one place of our choosing our own,
and be free to come and go in the world and stay
at any dwelling place accommodating travelers.
LET each of us give to the extent of our abilities
to the One World Company, and in return all
things shall be added unto us.
LET each of us be judged only by our conscience
in God and let no people judge their fellow beings,
but rather take judgement of their own thought and ac-
tion.
LET no person or group hold any authority over another except that people be
willingly led by wisdom and true personality.
LET the government be of the people, where the people are self-governed; by
the people, where the people enjoy perfect freedom; for the people, where the
people give themselves abundant living.
LET the government seat be only the storehouse and inventory of the people’s
products.
LET all things be done unto edification, for God is not the author of confusion.

Tune In On TV

GALACTIC MESSENGER

The real New World is absolute freedom,
security and abundance for all people, liv-
ing in a harmonious, enlightened society
that is “One for all and all for one.” It is
this vision that Allen Michael and others
of the One World Family are communi-
cating every week through our TV show.

Tune in every week on these stations: 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA:
Santa Rosa (Comcast Cable)

Sundays at 7pm, Tuesdays at 6pm 
& Thursdays at 9pm Ch. 72

Sacramento Saturdays at 8pm Ch. 18
East Bay (Bay Vision East Network)

Mondays at 9:30pm Ch. 26
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:

Hollywood (Media One) Check listing Ch. 43
Long Beach Wed. 3:30pm Ch. 65A
Malibu & Santa Monica Check listings

ACROSS THE NATION:
Seattle, WA Tues. morning Ch. 29

CONTACT 
WITH GALACTICA

Enjoy more incredible information and
insights about world transformation by
tuning in with galactic channels Joseph
Antaree, Michael Bobier, and Sheilah Re-
naud, long-time members of the One
World Family Commune.

Santa Rosa (Comcast Cable) • Ch. 72
Sun. 10:30pm, Tue. 6:30pm & Thu. 9:30pm

Help get the message out! 

YOU CAN HELP by sponsoring Galactic
Messenger on the public access cable tele-
vision station in your area. Contact Del
Rainer at (707) 527-8380 or in So. Calif.
call David Mathiew at (562) 426-4222.

Galactic Messenger is published regu-
larly by the Universal Industrial Church.  
Editor: Del Rainer
© 2004 Starmast Productions

More on Our Website!

Visit www.galactic.org for the
full, in-depth channelings from

Galactica of the Everlasting Gospel
and related topics. You can even
download our most popular publica-
tions, The Everlasting Gospel – New
World Bible, vols. 1 & 2, and more!
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